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SUMMARY

Development requires highly coordinated changes in
chromatin accessibility in order for proper gene
regulation to occur. Here, we identify factors associ-
atedwithmajor, discrete changes in chromatin acces-
sibility during butterfly wing metamorphosis. By
combining mRNA sequencing (mRNA-seq), assay for
transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing
(ATAC-seq), and machine learning analysis of motifs,
we show that distinct sets of transcription factors are
predictive of chromatin opening at different develop-
mental stages. Our data suggest an important role
for nuclear hormone receptors early in metamor-
phosis, whereas PAS-domain transcription factors
are strongly associated with later chromatin opening.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-
seq) validation of select candidate factors showed
spineless binding to be a major predictor of opening
chromatin. Surprisingly, binding of ecdysone receptor
(EcR), a candidate accessibility factor in Drosophila,
was not predictive of opening but instead marked
persistent sites. This work characterizes the chro-
matin dynamics of insect wing metamorphosis, iden-
tifies candidate chromatin remodeling factors in
insects, and presents a genome assembly of the
model butterfly Junonia coenia.
INTRODUCTION

Throughout tissue development and cell differentiation, constant

changes in transcriptional activity are required. These changes in

gene expression over developmental time require that different

regions of the genome become accessible during development

to ensure proper gene regulation (Li, 2002). Indeed, several

recent studies show that chromatin structure is dynamic over

developmental time (Daugherty et al., 2017; Thomas et al.,

2011; Uyehara et al., 2017). Recent studies have shown that
Ce
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
chromatin accessibility is initiated by low-level binding of pioneer

factors across the genome. These weak-occupancy sites then

attract cell-specific transcription factors (TFs), resulting in a

removal of nucleosome barriers and thus an increase in chro-

matin accessibility (Donaghey et al., 2018; Mayran et al., 2018).

While we know that these changes in accessibility are caused

by complex interactions of multiple TFs, the identities of the

suites of TFs that drive changes in accessibility are less well

understood.

During insect metamorphosis, many changes in develop-

mental gene regulation happen over a very short period of

time, and it is therefore likely that changes in chromatin accessi-

bility are occurring as well. Until recently, identifying TFs involved

with changes in chromatin state had proven difficult; however,

several data-driven case studies were recently published that

made progress in identifying TFs associated with accessibility

changes during development of complex tissues (Daugherty

et al., 2017; Lamparter et al., 2017; Uyehara et al., 2017). For

example, recent work on Drosophila melanogaster wing devel-

opment showed that the ecdysone-induced TF E93 directly reg-

ulates chromatin accessibility. For this work Uyehara et al. (2017)

assayed chromatin state changes over time in developing wings

and identified sequence motifs associated with opening chro-

matin sites. Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-

seq) of TFs corresponding to predicted binding motifs confirmed

an association between these proteins and chromatin accessi-

bility. A similar method was also used in C. elegans (Daugherty

et al., 2017), in which authors identified several drivers of chro-

matin accessibility, including some previously known ones,

thus further validating the value of this motif analysis approach.

Since chromatin accessibility and gene network activity can be

dynamic over time, we wondered whether the population of

TFs driving accessibility would change over longer develop-

mental sequences as well.

The butterfly Junonia coenia is an excellent system to study

change in chromatin accessibility during development. Devel-

oping wings are relatively large and easy to dissect, making it

possible to assay both chromatin state andmRNA levels in single

wings from single individuals. Furthermore, during metamor-

phosis, butterfly wings undergo a predictable series of changes

in gene expression, physiology, and chromatin landscape over
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time as well (Connahs et al., 2016; Iwata et al., 2014; Lewis and

Reed, 2019; Lewis et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017). Here we

studied chromatin accessibility changes during J. coenia wing

metamorphosis. We identified chromatin state changes over

time and asked what sets of TFs are associated with changes

in chromatin accessibility. We characterized sequence motifs

associated with actively opening peaks across three develop-

mental transitions and correlated motif enrichments with

changes inmRNA levels between developmental stages, consis-

tent with a scenario where expression of a TF is initiated and

subsequently binds to weakly occupied sites and thus assists

in increasing chromatin accessibility. We found that chromatin

accessibility is highly dynamic over time and that distinct sets

of TFs are associated with chromatin opening during each devel-

opmental transition. We present additional ChIP-seq validation

for two candidate TFs—spineless and ecdysone receptor

(EcR)—and show that binding of spineless, but not EcR, is

individually predictive of onset of accessibility. In addition to

these findings, we present a high-quality Pacific Biosciences

(PacBio)-sequenced J. coenia genome assembly combined

with a high-resolution annotation of wing development regulato-

ry elements, setting the stage for more detailed chromatin level

studies in this emerging model species.

RESULTS

J. coenia Genome Sequencing and Assembly
To assemble the J. coenia genome, we used PacBio RS II

sequencing data from 58 single molecule, real-time (SMRT) cells

representing 124X coverage, with a subread N50 size of 9.4 kb.

After repeat masking, reads under 7,954 bp were removed for

the initial FALCON pipeline error correction (https://github.

com/PacificBiosciences/FALCON-integrate/tree/v0.4.2). Error

correction resulted in 4.4 million reads, with an N50 of 6.9 kb,

for 37X coverage of the genome. These reads were then pro-

cessed by the overlap portion of the FALCON pipeline using a

length cutoff of 5 kb. These were assembled into 1,139 primary

contigs with a total assembly size was 585 Mb, with an N50 con-

tig length of 1.57 Mb. Expected genome size was 525 Mb based

on flowcell cytometry estimates. To annotate the genome,

mRNA sequencing (mRNA-seq) data frommultiple stages during

egg, larval, and pupal development were assembled into a refer-

ence transcriptome containing 19,738 genes. These data were

used in conjunction with protein annotations fromMelitaea cinxia

(Ahola et al., 2014) for annotation purposes. After three iterations

of MAKER (Campbell et al., 2014), we annotated 19,234 genes.

Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO)

scores (a measure of completeness [Sim~ao et al., 2015]) show

98.2% (1,628 out of 1,658) of complete assembly of benchmark

insect genes, of which 15.6% were duplicated. 0.5% of bench-

mark genes were fragmented, and 1.3% were missing. The

genome is available on lepbase.org.

Chromatin Accessibility Is Highly Dynamic during Wing
Metamorphosis
We collected three assay for transposase-accessible chromatin

using sequencing (ATAC-seq) replicates from both forewing and

hindwing tissue at four developmental stages: during the last day
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of the 5th instar (last) molting stage of the caterpillar (5th), 2–3 h

before pupation; at the pre-pupa (pp) stage; 72 h after pupation

(72h); and 168 h after pupation, when ommochrome pigments

appear (d7) (Figure 1A). These developmental time points were

chosen to represent distinct stages of wing development. At

the 5th instar stage, many pre-pattern genes are expressed,

marking it as an interesting time point for wing pattern develop-

ment (Reed and Serfas, 2004). Around 24 h later, at the pp stage,

wings undergo explosive growth associated with pupation.

About 4 days later, at the 72h stage, endocrine signaling is at

its peak (Rountree and Nijhout, 1995), making this an important

stage for investigating endocrine effects on wing color. Lastly,

3 days later, at the d7 stage, scale structures are maturing and

actual pigments are being made, marking this as an important

stage for work on wing coloration. To estimate library

complexity, we calculated PCR bottleneck coefficients accord-

ing to ENCODE standards (ENCODE Project Consortium,

2012). Values ranged from 0.81 to 0.86, for all stages except

pp, where the values ranged from 0.71 to 0.78 (Table S2). This

suggested onlymild PCR bottlenecking, moderate for pp stages.

To avoid biasing our results, PCR duplicates were removed from

the analysis. Pearson correlations of read depth under 1 kb bins

showed that replicates were highly reproducible, with values of

0.95 (±0.014) and 0.93 (±0.026) in forewings and hindwings,

respectively (Figure S1A). The fragment of reads in peaks

(FRiP) scores range from 0.46 to 0.68, indicating minimal back-

ground noise in our samples. Lastly, reads were enriched in tran-

scription start sites (Figure S1D), as is expected with ATAC-seq

results.Whenwedirectly compared forewing and hindwing data,

we found the two datasets to be highly similar, with a Pearson

correlation of 0.97 (Figures S1B and S1C). Interestingly, in a

direct differential peak height comparison between forewings

and hindwings, there were only two significantly different

ATAC-seq peaks, bothwithin 50 kb ofUbx. This finding is consis-

tent with ATAC-seq results in Heliconius erato (Lewis and Reed,

2019), where forewings and hindwings also only differed around

Ubx. Thus, we view the nearly identical results for forewings and

hindwings as powerful biological cross-validation of our ATAC-

seq results. Between 271,775 and 362,834 accessible sites

were called for each developmental stage and merged into

500,558 peaks for forewings and 488,675 peaks for hindwings

across development. These results show that our dataset is of

high quality, with high replication and low background noise.

Despite the similarity between forewings and hindwings, we

decided to do all downstream analyses on forewings and hindw-

ings separately. This effectively meant we would have indepen-

dent biological validation for our findings, increasing confidence

in the results. We compared chromatin accessibility between all

pairs of succeeding stages for both forewings and hindwings

for a total of six developmental transitions and identified

three different types of sites: ‘‘closing,’’ where accessibility

peaks show significantly weaker signal in the later than the earlier

stage; ‘‘opening,’’ where peaks show stronger signal in the later

stage; and ‘‘nc,’’ non-changing sites that were not significantly

different between stages (Figure 1B). Although the majority of

peaks did not change significantly between subsequent stages,

we found a large number of accessible sites that became either

more or less accessible between stages (Figures 1B and 1C).
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Figure 1. Chromatin Accessibility Is Highly

Dynamic across Developmental Time

(A) We collected ATAC-seq and RNA-seq at four

developmental stages, from both forewings (not

shown) and hindwings.

(B) Chromatin accessibility changes over time,

where a subset of peaks is downregulated between

two stages (‘‘closing’’) and upregulated (‘‘open-

ing’’), and the majority of peaks do not significantly

change. A subset of opening peaks is designated

as strong opening on the basis of low height in the

first stage and a >2.5 log fold change in the second.

(C) ATAC-seq screenshot containing all possible

transitions.

For additional quality metrics, see Figure S1.
Pearson correlations between developmental stages show

distinct patterns for each developmental stage (Figure S1A),

where the 5th instar is more similar to both the pp and 72h stage

and d7 is more different from other developmental stages.

Finding extensive chromatin accessibility differences between

developmental stages is consistent with previous studies done

in D. melanogaster that show extensive dynamicity of chromatin

organization over developmental time in whole embryos

(Thomas et al., 2011) and pupal wings (Uyehara et al., 2017).

The goal of this study was to identify TFs associated with chro-

matin accessibility changes over development, so we focused

our analysis on chromatin peaks absent at an early stage, which

then showed a major increase in accessibility at a subsequent

stage. These peaks were classified as ‘‘strongly opening’’ (SO),

designated by especially stringent selection criteria that required

a high positive log fold change (>2.5) and a low read count

(bottom 50th percentile) in the early stage (Figures 1B and 1C;

Table S3). Between 649 and 3,813 sites were designated as

SO sites per developmental transition (Table S3), or 0.1%–

0.7% of all peaks, respectively. Since we were interested in
Cell R
motifs enriched in SO sites versus the

overall genome, we also identified a

negative peak set of the same length of

similar GC content while avoiding repeat

regions as a negative control.

We next wanted to identify candidate

TFs binding in these SO sites using motif

analysis. We used LS-GKM, a support

vector machine learning algorithm soft-

ware package (Ghandi et al., 2014; Lee,

2016), to identify motifs enriched in 80%

of SO sites versus negative sites for

each of our developmental transitions.

All possible 10-mers were scored, and

the 100 10-mers that best described the

difference between SO and negative

control sites were clustered together by

sequence similarity into 8 to 52 clus-

ters per stage transition, with 1 to 50

10-mers per cluster, and used for further

analysis (Figure 2A; Table S3). We found

that in general, motifs identified for both
forewings and hindwings during the 72h to d7 transition were

more dissimilar than for earlier transitions, possibly due to a

more diverse cell population later in development. This explains

the increased number of clusters for these stages. To validate

our results, we used the 20%of our SO sites not used in ourmotif

identification analysis. For each developmental transition, the

clusters fromourmodel showed a significant enrichment in these

remaining SO peaks (Fisher’s exact test, p values range from

0.0462 to 5.09E�26; Figure 2B; Table S3). For each cluster

with 2 or more 10-mers, 87 in total, we produced a weight matrix

representing a motif, which we compared to an existing data-

base of D. melanogaster motifs (Figures 2C and S2) (fly factor

survey [Zhu et al., 2011]). We used the three most similar motifs

for subsequent analyses if a TF homolog was found in our

J. coenia gene set. If multiple motifs existed for a TF, we used

the motif with the highest ratio difference between SO and nega-

tive control sites. Since many of our motifs were similar to each

other and resulted in the same D. melanogaster TF motif, we

used each fly factor survey motif only once. Thus, we ended

up with 65 motifs total (Figure S2).
eports 27, 1027–1038, April 23, 2019 1029



Figure 2. TopMotifs Are Significantly Enriched in Opening Sites and

Correspond to Known D. melanogaster motifs

(A) We used the top 100 10-mers that best explained the difference between

strong opening and negative (random sites of same length and GC content)

peaks for subsequent analysis, as identified by the support vector machine

model used in the analysis.

(B) Clusters of the top 10-mers are significantly enriched in test sequences

(Fisher’s exact, p < 0.05).

(C) An example of how each motif found in a cluster was compared to known

D. melanogaster TF motifs.

For all motif comparisons, see Figure S2.
Distinct Stage-Specific Sets of TFs Associated with
Chromatin Remodeling
If a TF is directly causing changes in chromatin state, we might

also expect an increase in its mRNA levels concordant with an

increase in SO sites containing the TF’s binding motif. This is

consistent with a scenario where a TF is expressed in certain
1030 Cell Reports 27, 1027–1038, April 23, 2019
cell types and subsequently increases chromatin accessibility

of salient regulatory sites across the genome. To find such an

association would also help rule out alternate candidate TFs

that have similar binding motifs. Therefore, using the motifs we

previously identified, we looked at the correlation between an

increase in mRNA levels and the corresponding motif ratios be-

tween SO and negative sites (Figures 3 and S3). TFs whose bind-

ing motifs showed a large enrichment in SO peaks, along with a

large change in mRNA levels between stages, were identified as

top candidates for driving accessibility changes. We found that

in both forewings and hindwings, nuclear hormone receptor

TFs showed a high correlation between motif ratio and an in-

crease in mRNA levels between the two larval stages (Figures

3A and S3A). Interestingly, between the pp and 72h stage, the

hormone receptor signal is completely absent and is replaced

by TFs with a basic-helix-loop-helix (bHLH) domain, associated

with protein dimer formation, and PASdomains, used for interac-

tions with chemical stimuli (i.e., environmental contaminants or

heat shock proteins [Gu et al., 2000; Henry and Crosson,

2011]). In both forewings and hindwings, the spineless-tango

complex showed a particularly strong association with opening

chromatin (Figures 3B and S3B). Between the two pupal stages,

TFs with a bHLH complex showed a strong association in both

forewings and hindwings. In forewings alone, the nuclear hor-

mone receptor gene fushi tarazu-f1 (ftz-f1) showed the strongest

association between 72h and d7 (Figures 3C and S3C). It was

highly encouraging that both forewings and hindwings show

similar patterns, since the analysis for both sets of wings was

done independently. Thus, we have identified several candidate

TFs driving accessibility during butterfly wing development and

the motifs to which they were putatively bound.

Many Sites Show Strong Patterns of Oscillation in
Accessibility
We next wanted to know whether specific TFs were associated

with persistence in accessibility, so we investigated to what

extent SO sites stayed open acrossmultiple stages. Surprisingly,

we found that the majority of SO peaks lost their accessibility in

subsequent developmental stages. In hindwings, of the 649 SO

peaks between 5th and pp, 62% (405 peaks) were closed at 72h,

and of the 2,275 SO peaks between pp and 72h, 92% (2,096

peaks) closed by d7 (Figures 4A and S4A). We wondered

whether the same TFs that were associated with an increase in

accessibility were also associated with a decrease in accessi-

bility—indicated by a decrease in expression levels. We found

this to be the case for some genes (ftz-f1, ultraspriracle (usp),

tango (tgo), Blimp-1) but not others (Hormone receptor 4 (Hr4),

Ecdysone receptor (EcR), spineless, cycle) (Figure S4B). These

patterns could indicate a role for some TFs in maintaining acces-

sibility; however, further work is required to test this idea.

Our data on closing of SO peaks demonstrated a high degree

of chromatin dynamicity, so we decided to look closer to see if

some of these peaks may reopen at a later time point. We

were again surprised to find that a large number of SO peaks

indeed showed a pattern where they open, close, and then

reopen between development time points (Figure 4). A further

surprise was that sets of peaks identified at different develop-

mental transitions appear to show opposing patterns of



Figure 3. Correlation of mRNA Levels with Strong Opening Peaks

Identifies Candidate Chromatin Accessibility Factors

(A–C) Change in TF mRNA levels between developmental stages is plotted

against motif ratios in strong opening peaks between stages versus negative

peaks for three developmental transitions: 5th to pp (A), pp to 72h (B), and 72h

to d7 (C). Point size indicates adjusted p values of enrichment significance as

determined by a Fisher’s exact test. Data points are color coded by domain

presence. TFs used for ChIP-seq follow-up are highlighted. For forewing data,

see Figure S3.
oscillation in accessibility dynamics (Figure 4A). We were espe-

cially interested in the set of elements that showed distinct

accessibility peaks at both the pp stage and d7 stage and

wondered whether this pattern may be correlated with hormone

signaling (Jindra et al., 1996; Rountree and Nijhout, 1995). We

therefore asked if any sequence motifs, including hormone

receptors, were able to predict this subset of twice-opening

peaks; however, we could not identify any such motifs. Contrary

to expectations, in both hindwings and forewings, for both the

larval transition from 5th to pp and the pupal transition from

72h to d7, we found that for SO peaks that were not double

opening, nuclear hormone receptors were enriched (Figures

4C and S4). Since ftz-f1 showed a strong association with chro-

matin accessibility, as well as a two-time increase in expression

levels similar to the two-time increase in accessibility, we

wondered whether these peaks were enriched for the ftz-f1 motif

specifically. However, again we found that the early 5th-pp tran-

sition and the late 72h-d7 SO peaks that were not double

opening were enriched for the ftz-f1 motif. In sum, these results

confirm that chromatin accessibility is indeed highly dynamic

throughout development, that the binding of candidate remodel-

ing TFs is not by itself predictive of persistent accessibility, and

that a sizable subset of sites show a strong pattern of oscillating

accessibility between stages.

Spineless Binding Is Strongly Predictive of Actively
Opening Chromatin
We were intrigued by the strong association of spineless with

opening chromatin, so we looked at this factor in more detail.

spineless is a TF that plays a role in appendage and photore-

ceptor specification in D. melanogaster (Duncan et al., 1998;

Wernet et al., 2006) and was also recently shown to play a role

in wing pigmentation and photoreceptor determination in the

butterfly Vanessa cardui (Perry et al., 2016). These known roles

of spineless in developmental gene regulation and determining

cell fate could possibly be explained by a molecular mechanism

where spineless drives changes in accessibility. Thus, we

wanted to see whether spineless binding was indeed enriched

in SO sites, which would be further evidence for such a role.

We performed spineless ChIP-seq in 72h pupal hindwings and

found a Pearson correlation of 0.97 between replicates, with a

set of 8,686 binding sites shared between biological replicates

(Figures S5A and S5B; Table S4). We saw a strong signal of

spineless binding in SO peaks that contained the known

D. melanogaster spineless binding motif (Figures 5A–5C), where

nearly half of SO sites with a spineless motif overlapped with a

spineless ChIP peak call (150 out 317 peaks; Figure 5D). Further-

more, a broader analysis of all opening peaks (not just SO peaks)

with spineless motifs showed that a third of these sites were also
Cell Reports 27, 1027–1038, April 23, 2019 1031



Figure 4. Strong Opening Peaks Oscillate in

Accessibility over Time

(A) Heatmap showing reads per kilobase of tran-

script, per million mapped reads (RPKM) normal-

ized read count in hindwing SO peaks over

developmental stages, ranging from 0 (blue) to 300

(red). Asterisks indicate a significant transition up

or down in the subsequent stage (Wald test,

adjusted p value < 0.05). For each stage, almost all

peaks show a decrease in accessibility in the next

developmental stage, and for 5th to pp and 72h to

d7, a subset increases in accessibility twice.

(B) Example screenshot of 5th to pp SO site,

increasing again in d7.

(C) Motif ratios of TF domain groups for all 5th to pp

and 72h to d7 peaks, SO peaks that do not oscil-

late, and SO peaks showing a double increase in

accessibility.

For forewing data, see Figure S4.
bound by spineless, indicating that spineless is strongly corre-

latedwith chromatin remodeling (1,618 out of 4,961, or 33%; Fig-

ures 5D and S5C). Further visual inspection of many opening

peaks centered on spineless motifs showed clear enrichment

of spineless occupancy even though peaks were not statistically

significant due to our conservative peak calling (Figure S5D),

suggesting that the effect of spineless activity on chromatin state

might be even greater than we detected statistically with our

current data. Using multiple expectation maximization for motif

elicitation for chromatin immunoprecipitation (MEME-ChIP), we

determined the motif was enriched in spineless ChIP peaks

and found it to be nearly identical to the motif independently

identified by our machine learning model, as well as the experi-

mentally determined D. melanogaster ss-tgo complex motif (fly

factor survey [Zhu et al., 2011]) (Figure 5).

We wondered whether our results could be explained by a

cofactor—a different TF could drive accessibility and spineless

could subsequently bind to these sites. An obvious candidate

would be Blimp-1, a known pioneer factor gene identified in

our comparison (Figure 3B) that also showed a similar associa-

tion with accessibility (Minnich et al., 2016). To test this, we

determined Blimp-1 motif abundance in spineless occupancy

sites. We found that only 28 out of 150 SO peaks with a spineless

ChIP peak call had a Blimp-1 motif, suggesting that Blimp-1 and

spineless do not consistently act as cofactors. We then used

Find Individual Motif Occurrences (FIMO) to test for enrichment

of all 65 previously identified motifs. We found only 3 TF binding

motifs somewhat enriched: SPREB (73 versus 21 out of 150 SO

peaks versus negative sites), hairy (69 versus 25), and Mitf (61

versus 29). However, all of these genes showed a decrease

in gene expression from pp to 72h, suggesting they are not

involved in driving accessibility. Furthermore, annotation of

these three motifs often overlapped with annotation of spineless

motifs. We thus conclude that correlated enrichment of these
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three motifs along with the spineless-

bound SO sites is likely an artifact due to

motif similarity, rather than an actual indi-

cation of cofactor activity. In sum, all of
our analyses identify spineless as a prime candidate gene for

driving chromatin accessibility during wing metamorphosis.

EcRBindingMarks Stable, Persistently Accessible Sites
during Metamorphosis
Hormone signaling plays an important role in driving changes in

developmental programs over time (Shlyueva et al., 2014; Uye-

hara et al., 2017). In our analysis, nuclear hormone receptors

showed a strong association with opening chromatin, in both

5th-pp and 72h-d7 transitions. This is congruent with two ecdy-

sone-signaling pulses that occur right before each transition, dur-

ing the late 5th instar stage and at 72h (Bollenbacher et al., 1975;

Rountree and Nijhout, 1995; Zitnan and Adams, 2000), and also

with previous studies that have shown ecdysone signaling

altering chromatin state in D. melanogaster (Shlyueva et al.,

2014; Uyehara et al., 2017). There are several hormone

receptors associated with ecdysone signaling that target very

similar binding motifs, however, and it remains unclear whether

all hormone receptors, or only a few, are associated with chro-

matin remodeling. Although the nuclear hormone receptors

ftz-f1, usp, andHr4 showed a stronger associationwith chromatin

accessibility (i.e., a higher correlation between gene expression

and motif enrichment), we undertook EcR ChIP-seq thanks to

the availability of a cross-reactive antibody and because the het-

erodimer of EcR and usp combined comprise the complete ecdy-

sone receptor (Yao et al., 1993). We made EcR ChIP libraries at

three developmental stages—pp, 72h, and d7—and found read

depth Pearson correlations of 0.79, 0.88, and 0.82, respectively,

indicating strong consistency between replicates (Figures S6A

and S6B; Table S4). We called 5,107 EcR peaks in pp; 3,973 in

72h; and 3,951 in d6. Of these, the majority of peaks, 3,270 in

total, overlapped in all stages, indicating relatively little change

in EcR binding sites throughout development. Furthermore, we

found no evidence of EcR occupancy enrichment in SO peaks



Figure 5. spineless Is Associated with Opening Chromatin

(A) ATAC-seq and spineless ChIP-seq tracks. Strong opening peaks between pp and 72h pupae are highlighted, as is the location of the spinelessmotif. spineless

binding occurs in all three instances.

(B) Metaplot showing spineless TF binding at all pp to 72h SO sites with a spineless motif.

(C) Average read pileup of spineless ChIP-seq versus input around spineless motif.

(D) Number of SO sites and opening sites that have a spineless motif and overlap with a spineless peak call.

(E) Comparison of the D. melanogaster spineless-tango motif, our predicted motif, and the ChIP-seq inferred motif as determined by MEME-ChIP.

For additional quality metrics, see Figure S5.
that contained a D. melanogaster EcR motif. Using motif finding

software MEME-ChIP (Machanick and Bailey, 2011), we deter-

mined which motif was enriched in EcR ChIP peaks at different

developmental stages and found that the actual motif was very

different from the known D. melanogaster EcR motif (Figure 6A).

This finding was surprising, since many binding motifs are highly

conserved between species (Nitta et al., 2015). We compared

EcR amino acid sequences from both J. coenia and

D. melanogaster and found relatively few amino acid changes

(8 out of 90) within the EcR binding domain but many across

the entire protein (only 52% similarity). Since the entire protein

structure can affect binding site specificity (Nakagawa et al.,

2013; Slattery et al., 2014), we hypothesize that these extensive

sequence differences have contributed to evolution of the EcR

bindingmotif between species. Interestingly, our ChIP-annotated

EcRmotif was significantly enriched in SO peaks in the pp to 72h

transition (log odds ratio 2.39, p = 9.768E�15, Fisher’s exact test)

but not in 5th-pp or 72h-d7 SO peaks (log odds ratio 0.40 and
0.81, and p = 0.023 and 0.15, respectively; Figure 6B). However,

there was no overlap between SO peaks and EcR ChIP peaks,

nor was there any low-level binding of EcR in our SO peaks (Fig-

ures 6C and SD). Taken together, these results suggest that EcR

binding by itself is not predictive of changes in chromatin acces-

sibility. On the contrary, EcR tends to mark accessible sites that

open early in development and are persistent and minimally dy-

namic through metamorphosis, perhaps indicative of maintaining

chromatin accessibility.

DISCUSSION

Chromatin Accessibility Is Remarkably Dynamic during
Butterfly Wing Metamorphosis
The goal of this study was to characterize the chromatin land-

scape of butterfly wing development through metamorphosis

and pupal development and to identify factors associated with

chromatin remodeling at specific stages of development. While
Cell Reports 27, 1027–1038, April 23, 2019 1033



Figure 6. EcROccupancy Is Not Associated with Opening Chromatin

(A) Tree depictingmotif similarity betweenour predictedmotifs,D.melanogaster

nuclear hormone motifs, and our MEME-ChIP annotated EcR motif.

(B) Ratio of EcR motif occurrences in SO opening sites versus negative sites.

(C) Metaplot showing EcR ChIP reads centered around annotated EcRmotif at

72 h, in both SO peaks and all ATAC peaks with an EcR motif.

(D) EcR ChIP signal overlaps with ATAC-seq peaks; both signals show very

little change over developmental stages. Darker colors depict later develop-

mental stages.

For additional quality metrics, see Figure S6.
we indeed found that the chromatin landscape was highly dy-

namic during wing development, one pattern we found to be of

particular note was the distinct oscillation of accessibility in a

sizable subset of peaks (Figures 4 and S4). Across the four

stages we sampled, a large number of peaks showed either an

open-closed-open-closed pattern or a closed-open-closed-

open pattern, in opposition to each other. This observation of

so many loci opening and closing repeatedly over a relatively

short time span in a single discrete tissue suggests that it might

be common for regulatory elements to be reused in different

contexts throughout development. There is evidence that en-
1034 Cell Reports 27, 1027–1038, April 23, 2019
hancers can be pleiotropic, meaning they activate expression

in multiple tissues (Fish et al., 2017), and that they can be active

across multiple developmental stages as well (Lewis et al., 2016;

Stergachis et al., 2013). However, we are unaware of previous

examples of accessibility data showing such dramatic oscillation

over time. Onemay speculate that this oscillation could be driven

by endocrine signaling, since many hormones, including ecdys-

teroids, occur in distinct pulses over time (Jindra et al., 1996;

Rountree and Nijhout, 1995), and we suspect that hormone sig-

nals may be involved in chromatin remodeling. Interestingly,

however, we found that known nuclear hormone receptor motifs

were most enriched in sites that did not show double pulses of

accessibility. Therefore, hormonal modulation of chromatin is,

by itself, unlikely sufficient to explain our observations. In the

future this system could prove to be a useful model for exploring

how accessibility can be rapidly and strongly modulated during

tissue development.

Spineless Is Strongly Associated with Initiation of
Chromatin Accessibility
Recent studies haveshown that chromatin accessibility is induced

by genome-wide low-level binding of pioneer factors. At a subset

of these sites, subsequent binding of one or more cell-type-

specific non-pioneer TFs promotes stronger binding of these

pioneer factors, resulting in cell-specific enhancers and thus a

cell-specific developmental program (Donaghey et al., 2018;

Mayran et al., 2018). Our results strongly suggest a role for spine-

less in promoting chromatin accessibility. Between the larval-pu-

pal transition, (pp to 72h), we observed a high enrichment of the

ss-tgo binding motif, combined with a large increase in mRNA

levels for both proteins, which together provide evidence for a

role of the ss-tgo complex in accessibility initiation. Additionally,

our ChIP-seq data showed that spineless occupancy is strongly

associatedwithopeningchromatin, thusprovidingadditional sup-

port for a role for spineless in the induction of accessibility. The

question that follows is whether spineless increases accessibility

directly as a pioneer factor or as a non-pioneer co-factor—future

work must be done to assess this more rigorously.

spineless is a member of a family of TFs that contain both a

PAS domain and a bHLH domain (Gu et al., 2000; Huang et al.,

1993). The PAS domain functions as a surface for other mole-

cules to bind to, such as other proteins with a PAS domain

(like tango), heat shock factors, and in the case of the mamma-

lian spineless homolog AHR, small-molecule ligands. This bind-

ing capacity is why the PAS domain is also called signal-sensing

domain, as upon dimerization the complex can activate a down-

stream response pathway. Indeed, several members of the PAS

domain family are involved in the response pathway to circadian

signaling, hypoxia, or toxins (Gu et al., 2000). InDrosophila, apart

from being involved in eye development, spineless has been to

shown to be involved in the development of distal appendage

structures (Duncan et al., 1998; Emmons et al., 2007). Recently,

it was shown that in two other butterfly species, V. cardui and

Papilio xuthus, stochastic spineless expression in developing

eye cells underlies retinal cell fate determination, affecting color

vision in butterflies (Perry et al., 2016). Importantly, spineless

deletion by CRISPR/Cas9 also led to a complete loss of pigmen-

tation in scale cells. Together, these previous results showmany



different roles for spineless in insect development, even though

pioneer cofactor activity of this TF has not been previously sug-

gested. Interestingly, loss of AHR in human Tr1 cells leads to

some loss of chromatin accessibility, although the effect is minor

(Karwacz et al., 2017). Across many cell lines, AHRs and TFs of

the same subfamily show very little effect of pioneer activity

(Lamparter et al., 2017).We thus hypothesize that any role spine-

lessmay play in chromatin remodelingmay be particular to inver-

tebrates or arthropods.

The Role of Hormone Signaling in Chromatin
Accessibility
Between the 5th instar and the pp stage, we noted strong associ-

ations between hormone receptors and chromatin accessibility.

Several nuclear hormone receptormotifs showed a strong enrich-

ment in SOpeaks combinedwith an increase inmRNA levels (Fig-

ure 3). Our results are consistent with several recent studies

examining the role of ecdysone in chromatin accessibility. A

recent study found that during D. melanogaster development,

several ecdysone-induced TFs showed an increase in gene

expression, aswell as enrichedmotif abundance in opening form-

aldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements (FAIRE)-seq

peaks (Uyehara et al., 2017). The authors confirmed the role of

ecdysone-induced protein 93F, a DNA-binding protein, in regu-

lating chromatin accessibility. Another study showed many

changes in enhancer activity in response to ecdysone treatment

in D. melanogaster cell lines and showed some evidence that

this ecdysone response was predominantly reflected in closed

chromatin (Shlyueva et al., 2014). Contrary to our findings, this

study showed an enrichment of EcR binding in opening chro-

matin, specifically in a third of the elements. Our data suggested

that EcR binding was largely associated with non-dynamic,

persistently accessible sites, and there was no overlap of EcR

binding with actively opening SO peaks. Interestingly, a recent

study showed the opposite—EcR binding is temporally dynamic

in D. melanogaster developing wings (Uyehara and McKay,

2019). Taken together, these studies all support the general

model that hormone signaling is likely driving chromatin remodel-

ing during insect wing development, although probably not

through EcR binding in the case of butterflies. Our data instead

point toward other nuclear hormone receptor candidates such

as ftz-f1 andHr4. Both proteins are known factors in the ecdysone

signaling pathway (Cruz et al., 2008; Ou et al., 2016). It is poten-

tially significant to find that EcR binding does not show an asso-

ciation with ecdysone titer dynamics, which leads us to speculate

that EcR deployment may be independent of ecdysone levels

during wing metamorphosis. Possibly, EcR binds to DNA early

in development but only induces gene expression upon ecdysone

signaling. Another, non-mutually exclusive explanation of our

findings could be that in the absence of ecdysone signal, EcR

tends to bind to DNA and acts as a repressor (Dobens et al.,

1991; Kreher et al., 2017). Taken together, these results show

that further studies teasing apart the role of ecdysone signaling,

EcR activity, and chromatin remodeling are warranted.

Evolution of TF-Chromatin Interactions
Another interesting result from our EcR ChIP-seq experiment is

the evolution of motif recognition sites. The D. melanogaster
EcR motif as determined by a bacterial one hybrid approach

(Zhu et al., 2011) is very different from the J. coeniamotif as deter-

mined by MEME-ChIP (Machanick and Bailey, 2011). Although

the experimental bacterial one-hybrid (B1H) approach is generally

considered the more reliable method for determining recognition

sites, if the EcRmotifs for both specieswere similar, ourChIP data

should have reflected this. The most likely explanation of our

result is evolution of TF binding motifs, a phenomenon described

before in eukaryotes (Bourque et al., 2008; Nakagawa et al.,

2013), where similar TFs could have very different motifs in widely

diverged species, even though DNA binding domains were

similar. Since J. coenia and D. melanogaster diverged 250–300

million years ago (Wiegmann et al., 2009), our observation of a

change in EcR recognition sites is perhaps not surprising. It is

entirely possible that other TF binding motifs have evolved as

well. In fact, although many motifs were very similar to known

D. melanogastermotifs, we found several motifs with high enrich-

ment in SO peaks for which we could not determine a corre-

sponding TF, since there were no similar motifs in the fly factor

survey database.

In addition to TF-motif interactions being possibly lineage spe-

cific, our data also indicate that chromatin-remodeling roles of

TFs could be lineage specific as well. As mentioned, spineless

driving chromatin accessibility has not been shown in other

species, and there are several known pioneer TFs that do not

show a signal of inducing chromatin accessibility in our data.

For example, GATAd is a known pioneer factor in several organ-

isms (Corces et al., 2016; Daugherty et al., 2017) but does not

show any sign of pioneering activity in developingwings. Another

notable absentee TF is the GAGA factor, a well-known pioneer

factor for which there is no known homolog in Lepidoptera

(Fuda et al., 2015). Taken together, these results suggest that

activity of TFs likely changes throughout evolutionary time, and

further work examining chromatin accessibility changes outside

of lab model organisms is warranted.

Conclusions
In this study, we show that the process of insect wing metamor-

phosis is associated with an extremely dynamic chromatin land-

scape over developmental time. We also observed that distinct,

stage-specific families of TFs are associated with opening chro-

matin and that these sets of TFs are highly consistent between

both forewings and hindwings. Focused ChIP-seq analyses of

the accessibility-associated factor spineless supports a function

for this protein promoting chromatin accessibility. Interestingly,

however, ChIP-seq analysis of EcR binding shows that this fac-

tor marks persistently accessible sites and there was no overlap

between EcR binding and actively opening chromatin at the

stages we looked at. In addition to providing the first character-

ization of the chromatin dynamics of butterfly wing metamor-

phosis, this work also provides the first genome assembly of

the model butterfly J. coenia including genome-wide annotation

of wing development regulatory elements.
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Karin R.L.

van der Burg (krv32@cornell.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Junonia coenia
For this study we used larvae and pupae from the butterfly Junonia coenia, derived from aDurham, North Carolina population. Larvae

were fed an artificial diet as described in Nijhout (1980), and kept at 27�Cwith a 16:8 hour light/dark schedule. For DNA extractions for

the butterfly genome we used a female whole pupa (the heterogametic sex) inbred for three generations. For ATAC-seq and mRNA-

seq we collected three replicates of forewing and hindwing tissue at four developmental stages: wandering stage of a 5th (last) instar

caterpillar (5th), prepupae (pp), 72 hours after pupation (72h), and six days after pupation, when ommochrome pigments appear (d7).

For ChIP-seq, we collected two replicates per time point, and used 26 hindwings for pp per replicate, 21 hindwings for 72h pupae per

replicate, and 26 hindwings for d7 pupae per replicate.

METHOD DETAILS

J. coenia genome assembly and annotation
We extracted high molecular weight DNA from an inbred J. coenia female using QIAGEN Genomic-tip 100/G. PacBio sequencing

was done at the Duke Center for Genomic and Computational Biology. Genome assembly was outsourced to DNAnexus. Data

from 58 SMRT cells, which represented a 124-fold coverage of the genome, were analyzed using the FALCON assembly pipeline

(Chin et al., 2016) using a length cut-off of 7,954 bp during the initial error-correcting stage. The error-corrected reads were

processed by the overlap portion of the FALCON pipeline using a length cut-off of 5,000 bp. The aligned reads were assembled

in the third stage of FALCON into primary contigs containing 525 Mbp with an N50 contig length of 534 kbp. The assembly was

then polished using PacBio’s Quiver algorithm from SMRT Link 3.1, using the original raw reads. We generated a reference transcrip-

tome using Tophat and Cufflinks (Trapnell et al., 2012) to assemble mRNA sequencing data collected from multiple stages of egg,

larval, and pupal development (Table S1). This reference transcriptome was used in conjunction with protein annotations from

Melitaea cinxia (Ahola et al., 2014) to perform gene annotation on the final J. coenia genome assembly using three iterations of

MAKER (Campbell et al., 2014).

ATAC-seq and mRNA-seq
We collected three replicates of forewing and hindwing tissue at four developmental stages (see Experimental Methods and Subject

Details). We sampled both left and right wings, and chose one wing for immediate use in the ATAC-seq assay, and stored the

opposing wing in Trizol for later RNA extraction. For ATAC-seq, nuclei were extracted and processed as previously described (Lewis

and Reed, 2019). For RNA extraction, we used the Invitrogen RNA PLUS kit to extract RNA. We used the Ultra RNA Library Prep Kit

from NEBNext. We sequenced all ATAC-seq and mRNA-seq libraries at the Cornell Genomics Facility, on 2 by 36 bp lanes with an

Illumina NextSeq500. For ATAC-seq, we required a minimum of 10 million aligned reads after removal of duplicate and non-uniquely

aligning reads, for RNA-seq we required a minimum of 20 million aligned reads (Table S1).

ChIP-seq
For ChIP-seq, we followed the tissue sampling and processing protocol as described in Lewis et al. (2016), with a few notable ex-

ceptions. We used two replicates per time point, and usedmore tissue: 26 hindwings for pp per replicate, 21 hindwings for 72h pupae

per replicate, and 26 hindwings for d7 pupae per replicate. After tissue lysis, nuclei were shearedwith a diagenode bioRuptor on high,

for 3x 5 min with 30 s on, 30 s off. Between 1.5 and 2.5 mg of sheared nuclei were set aside for input control. For EcR ChIP, for each

sample, we added 10 mL of antibody 6B7 (Riddiford, DSHB) to 13 to 53 ug of chromatin. For spineless ChIP, we added 15 mL of spine-

less antibody (a generous gift from M. Perry [Perry et al., 2016]), to 49 to 53 mg of chromatin. For the pulldown, we used 20 mL of a

mixture of 75% pG beads, and 25% pA. After reverse cross-linking and purification, library preparation was done with the NEB Ultra

Library prep kit. We amplified our libraries for 13 cycles and purified them using AMPure XP beads.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

ChIP-seq data analysis
Reads were aligned to our reference genome, and low quality alignments and non-uniquely aligning reads were removed using a

custom script (Lewis et al., 2016). For each replicate, peaks were called using MACS2 ‘callpeak’ command with –g set to 5.8e8

and default parameters (Zhang et al., 2008). Peaks were considered confirmed if they occurred in both replicates with a 33%overlap,

as determined with bedtools function ‘‘intersect -u –f 0.33 –F 0.33 –e.’’ To determine overlap of confirmed ChIP peaks with ATAC-seq

peaks, the same function was used. Read alignment enrichment around regions of interest was determined with DeepTools, or the
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R packages ‘genomation’ (Akalin et al., 2015; Ramı́rez et al., 2016). To determine TF binding motifs, we used MEME-ChIP on our

confirmed ChIP peaks, using a similar negative peakset as described previously (Machanick and Bailey, 2011). Motif abundance

of MEME-ChIP annotated motifs was determined using FIMO (Grant et al., 2011).

ATAC-seq data analysis
ATAC-seq reads were aligned to the J. coenia reference genome using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). Duplicate and

multiple aligning reads were removed from the analysis. We assessed read depth Pearson correlations between replicates within

bins of 1 kB using the Deeptools software package (Ramı́rez et al., 2016). When correlations higher than 95% between replicates

were verified, we merged replicate samples together, and called peaks on each assay using fseq (Boyle et al., 2008). Next, we

merged all peak calls together and counted reads for each individual sample for differential peak analysis with DESeq2 (Love

et al., 2014). We did pairwise comparisons between consecutive stages and determined how many peaks were significantly upre-

gulated, downregulated, or not significantly different between stages. Peaks were considered ‘strong opening’ (SO) when there was

a significant difference (adjusted p value < 0.05) between two stages, a log2 fold change greater than 2.5, and a read count number in

the lowest 0.5 percentile in the earlier stage. These SO peaks were used for subsequent motif analysis. Thus, we had six peak sets for

subsequent motif analysis. For both forewings and hindwings, we determined change in SO peaks across multiple developmental

stage transitions with DESeq2. For 5th to pp and 72h to d7 SO peaks that showed a significant increase in read abundance in

d7 and pp, respectively, we determined abundance of TF groups associatedmotifs, and calculated the ratio between these SOpeaks

and corresponding negative peaks of the same size. Lastly, to compare forewings and hindwings directly, we merged forewing

and hindwing peaks sets and counted reads for differential peak analysis. Using DESeq2 we did a pairwise comparison between

forewings and hindwings, determining how many peaks were different between datasets. To call significance, we used a Benja-

mini-Hochberg adjusted p value < 0.05.

mRNA-seq data analysis
Next, we aligned mRNA sequencing reads to the J. coenia reference genome and used our MAKER transcriptome to count reads for

each individual. Differential gene expression was analyzed with DeSEQ2. We determined delta log2 fold change by using the mean

difference in normalized read count between two consecutive stages for all three replicates, and used the Benjamini-Hochberg

adjusted p- value < 0.05.

Motif prediction
To predict motifs we used the LS-GKM software package as follows (Ghandi et al., 2014; Lee, 2016). First, for each peak set, we

created a negative control random sequence file of similar GC content using bedtools (Quinlan, 2014). For each peak, we randomly

selected a sequence of the same length elsewhere in the genome where ATAC-seq reads were aligned. Since multiple aligning reads

were removed from the sequence dataset, we effectively avoided selecting repeat regions. We split off a fifth of our sites for future

testing, and used the remainder to train the SVMmodel. We ran multiple rounds of training to determine the optimal parameters, and

found the gkmrbf-kernel with a kmer size of 10, where the number of informative columns was 4, and gap length was 3. The training

was iterated 5 times, each time a fifth of the training data was left out and to use later to determine accuracy. Area under the curve

(AUC) scores, ameasure of accuracy, were determined with R package ROCR (Sing et al., 2005).We then used thismodel to score all

possible 10mers. The 100 10mers with the highest weight (i.e., that best explained the difference between the positive and negative

dataset) were clustered together according to similarity. 10mers that did not cluster with any other 10merswere excluded from further

analysis. To determine whether these 10mers were indeed associated with strong opening peaks we counted for each cluster how

often a sequence occurred in our positive versus our negative test file set.

To determine what transcription factors might be binding to our 10mers, we used GLAM (Frith et al., 2008), to findmotifs in each of

our clusters. These motifs were compared to motifs from the fly factor survey (Zhu et al., 2011) database using tomtom (Gupta et al.,

2007). For each motif, we took the top three most similar motifs, and used blast to find the homolog gene in our J. coenia gene data-

base (Challis et al., 2016). Only gene-motif pairs with clear homologs were used in subsequent analyses. Motifs that showed no

similarity to existingmotifs were discarded. To account for motif similarity within TF families, we sorted ourmotifs according to similar

protein domains into six groups: (1) helix-loop-helix TFs (HLH), (2) HLH TFswith a PAS domain, associatedwith signal sensors, (3) TFs

with a homeodomain, (4) nuclear hormone receptors, (5) TFs with a C2H2 domain associated with transcriptional regulation, and (6)

other transcription factors. Motif visualization was done with R package ‘motifStack’ (Ou et al., 2018). Motif abundance in SO and

negative sites was determined with FIMO (Grant et al., 2011). The ratio of motif abundance between the two datasets was plotted

against change in mRNA of corresponding TF between developmental stages.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

All data and scripts are available upon request. The accession number for the mRNA-seq, ATAC-seq, and ChIP-seq data reported in

this paper is GEO: GSE121735. Genome build for JC v1.0 and annotations are available for download at lepbase.org (http://

download.lepbase.org/v4/sequence/) and butterflygenome.org. Additional comparisons of computationally discovered motifs and

D. melanogaster motifs were deposited on Mendeley at https://doi.org/10.17632/99f765vwcp.1.
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